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a b s t r a c t

In this work, we propose a new mechanistic model for the treatment of helium behaviour at the grain
boundaries in oxide nuclear fuel. The model provides a rate-theory description of helium inter-granular
behaviour, considering diffusion towards grain edges, trapping in lenticular bubbles, and thermal re-
solution. It is paired with a rate-theory description of helium intra-granular behaviour that includes
diffusion towards grain boundaries, trapping in spherical bubbles, and thermal re-solution. The proposed
model has been implemented in the meso-scale software designed for coupling with fuel performance
codes SCIANTIX. It is validated against thermal desorption experiments performed on doped UO2 sam-
ples annealed at different temperatures. The overall agreement of the new model with the experimental
data is improved, both in terms of integral helium release and of the helium release rate. By considering
the contribution of helium at the grain boundaries in the new model, it is possible to represent the
kinetics of helium release rate at high temperature. Given the uncertainties involved in the initial con-
ditions for the inter-granular part of the model and the uncertainties associated to some model pa-
rameters for which limited lower-length scale information is available, such as the helium diffusivity at
the grain boundaries, the results are complemented by a dedicated uncertainty analysis. This assessment
demonstrates that the initial conditions, chosen in a reasonable range, have limited impact on the results,
and confirms that it is possible to achieve satisfying results using sound values for the uncertain physical
parameters.
© 2022 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The description of helium behaviour in nuclear fuel is of engi-
neering interest: (1) during irradiation, it concurs to the gaseous
swelling of the fuel pin and gas release in the free volume of the fuel
rod together with xenon and krypton, and progressively becomes
dominant (2) during storage, since it is produced in large amounts
due to the a-decay of actinides. The importance of helium in dry
storage conditions is related to its contribution, together with
accumulation of radiation damage [1] to the increase of rod internal
pressure [2], potentially concerning for the safety limit imposed in
terms of maximum hoop stress in the cladding [3e7]. On one hand,
targeting engineering approaches to the verification of the respect
of design limits, modelling of helium behaviour and release in dry
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
storage conditions is typically (conservatively) simplified. In their
analysis for example, Raynaud and Einziger [8] assumed a constant
5% of release from the fuel, which overestimates the expected he-
lium release at fuel temperature below 650 K. On the other hand,
the development of multi-physical, multi-scale strategies for the
simulation of fuel rod behaviour in dry storage conditions is arising,
involving fuel performance codes supported by neutronic and
thermohydraulic simulations [9e12].

In the state-of-the-art models [13e18] used in thermo-
mechanical fuel performance codes [19e21], the description of
gas and helium behaviour is approached in three sequential steps
[22,23]: production, intra-granular evolution [24e27] and inter-
granular evolution [28]. The rate-theory model proposed in this
work is similarly designed and is intended for application in fuel
performance codes, extending the capabilities of currently available
models [22]. The focus is on including the physical description of
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Table 1
Parameters involved in the inter-granular model proposed in this work.

Symbol Description Formula u.o.m. Reference

Dig Intra-granular diffusion coefficient 2:0$10�10 expð� 2:12 =kTÞ m2 s�1 [22,37]
Dgb Inter-granular diffusion coefficient 103$Dig m2 s�1 Present work

ggb Inter-granular trapping rate 2pDgbNgb=lnð1 =Rgb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pNgb

q
Þ s�1 Present work, [38]

cs;gb Inter-granular helium solubility a
3
kHpgb at m�2 [10,22e24]

kH Henry's constant 4:1$1024expð � 0:65 =kTÞ at m�3 MPa�1 [22,35,39e41]

ggb Inter-granular thermal re-solution 2pDgb

ln

0
B@ 1

Rgb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pNgb

q
1
CA

a
3
kH

kT
Vgb

Z
s�1 Present work

pgb Inter-granular helium bubble pressure kTZngb=Vgb Pa
Z Compressibility factor ð1þyþy2 � y3Þ=ð1� yÞ3 / [22,42]

y Volumetric fraction of gas pd3

6Vat

/ [22,42]

d Hard-sphere diameter
2:973$10�10

�
0:8414� 0:05 ln

�
T

10:985

��
m [22,42]

F Fractional coverage NgbAgb / [28]
Vgb Average inter-granular bubble volume 4fðqÞpR3gb=ð3sin3ðqÞÞ m3 [28]

fðqÞ Semi-dihedral factor of a bubble 1� 1:5 cosðqÞ þ 0:5cos3ðqÞ / [28,43]
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inter-granular helium behaviour to improve the predicting capa-
bilities of helium evolution in annealing conditions.

The model has been implemented in the meso-scale software
SCIANTIX [29], designed for coupling with fuel performance codes.
Given the uncertainties involved in the initial conditions for the
inter-granular part of the model (i.e., the initial grain-boundary in-
bubble helium concentration and the helium single-atom concen-
tration) and the uncertainties that are associated to some model
parameters, for which limited lower-length scale information is
available (helium diffusivity [30] at the grain boundaries in
particular), the results are complemented by a dedicated uncer-
tainty analysis. The model is presented in Section 2, with a
description of the various parameter involved. The experimental
data and the obtained results are showcased and described in
Section 3. The sensitivity analysis on the input parameters is pre-
sented in Section 4 and the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Fig. 1. Temperature histories of the considered annealing experiments considered [36].
2. Model description

In line with the fission gas behaviour model of Van Uffelen [31],
we assume that helium atoms co-exist in two phases at the grain
boundaries. One fraction is dissolved in the grain boundary (cgb),
whereas the other part is accumulated in bubbles (mgb). The gov-
erning equations for the evolution of the single-atom and the in-
bubble helium concentrations at the grain boundaries read:

vcgb
vt

¼ Sð1� FÞ þ DgbV
2cgb � ggb

�
cgb � cs;gb

�
þ bgbmgb � ngbngb

vmgb

vt
¼ SF þ ggb

�
cgb � cs;gb

�
� bgbmgb þ ngbngb

(1)

where S (at m�2 s�1) represents the helium source from within the
grain, Dgb (m2 s�1) is the inter-granular helium diffusion coefficient,
cgb (at m�2) is the inter-granular single atom helium concentration,
cs;gb (at m

�2) is the solubility of helium at grain boundaries, ggb (s
�1)

is the trapping rate, bgb (s�1) is the irradiation induced re-solution
term, mgb (at m�2) is the helium concentration in inter-granular
bubbles, ngb (bub s�1) is the nucleation term, ngb (at bub�1)is the
number density of helium atoms per inter-granular bubble and F (/)
is the fractional coverage of the grain faces. The fractional coverage
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acts as a parameter that distributes the helium reaching the grain
boundary among the inter-granular bubble and the single-atom
contributions.

Some further considerations were made to develop Eq. (1). We
assume that at the grain-boundary helium moves on a 2D surface,
since the grain boundary thickness is on the order of a nanometre
whereas the size of the grain-face is on the order of microns, thus
diffusion process acts accordingly. In line with the models for
intergranular precipitation of fission gas atoms [32,33], the diffu-
sion of helium on the grain boundary is approximated by the radial
component of the cylindrical Laplacian operator, with r (m) being
the radial position along the grain face, assumed as circular:

DgbV
2cgb¼Dgb

1
r

v

vr
r
v

vr
cgb (2)

Diffusion of intra-granular helium towards the grain boundary
represents the source of helium single-atoms at grain-boundary (S).
This makes the grain boundary evolution connected to the intra-
granular behaviour.



Fig. 2. Comparison of SCIANTIX fractional helium release with experimental data provided by Talip et al. [36] on the history at 1320 K (a), 1400 K (b) 1400 K (short) (c), 1600 K (d)
and 1800 K (e). The black dashed line represents the results from Cognini et al. [22] and the purple line the present development including grain boundary treatment. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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To express S coherently, the intra-granular helium single atom
concentration cig (at m�3) needs to be rescaled on a 2D space by
means of the surface-to-volume ratio of the spherical grainwhich is
equal to one third of the spherical grain radius itself, i.e., cig;gb ¼
a
3cig .where cig; gb (at m�2) is the contribution to grain boundary
helium coming from within the grain, a (m) is the spherical grain
alongwhich we define the radial coordinate r*. Thus, the expression
of S becomes:

S ¼ �a
3
Dig

1
r2*

v

vr*
r2*

v

vr*
cig (3)

In Eq. (3), Dig is the intra-granular diffusion coefficient (m2 s�1).
The Laplacian of the source term remains expressed in spherical
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coordinates because it is a consequence of the intra-granular
diffusion mechanism, that we model with the Booth equivalent
sphere approach [34]. In analogy with early work on the helium
intra-granular model [22], we include the helium solubility at the
grain boundaries that follows Henry's law:

cs;gb ¼
a
3
kHpgb (4)

where kH (at m�3 Pa�1) is the Henry constant [35], pgb (Pa) is the
helium pressure at the grain boundaries and a

3 is the surface-to-
volume ratio, used again as a conversion factor. The solubility
leads to a thermally activated re-solution of the helium single
atoms from bubbles of the form:



Fig. 3. Comparison of SCIANTIX fractional helium release rate with experimental data provided by Talip et al. [36] on the history at 1320 K (a), 1400 K (b) 1400 K (short) (c),
1600 K (d) and 1800 K (e). The black dashed line represents the results from Cognini et al. [22] and the purple line the present development including grain boundary treatment.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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ggbmgb ¼ ggbcs;gb (5)

being g gb (s�1) the inter-granular thermal re-solution rate.
In annealing conditions, the irradiation induced re-solution rate

is null (bgb ¼ 0 s�1) and it is assumed that a bubble population is
formed at the first time-step (one-off nucleation) and then it evolves
along the experiment [22,36]; thus, if we implement Eqs. (2)e(4)
into Eq. (1), the inter-granular system of equations become:

vcgb
vt

¼ �a
3
Dig

1

r2*

v

vr*
r2*

v

vr
cigð1� FÞ þ Dgb

1
r

v

vr
r
v

vr
cgb � ggbcgb
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þggbmgb
vmgb

vt
¼ �a

3
Dig

1

r2*

v

vr*
r2*

v

vr
cigF þ ggbcgb � ggbmgb (6)

These equations are coupled with those defining the model for
the intra-granular helium evolution, detailed in Ref. [22]. The
various parameters involved in the inter-granular model can be
found in Table 1.
3. Results

To validate the model represented by Eq. (1), we compared the
SCIANTIX results on fractional helium release and release rate
against a set of data collected by Talip et al. [36] during annealing



Fig. 4. Statistical comparison of the present model (thick lines) with respect to the
intra-granular only model by Cognini et al. (dashed lines). The bisector lines (contin-
uous lines), built using the experimental data, represent the regression lines.

Table 2
Values of statistical R2 of the fractional release model curves evaluated using the
experimental data by Talip et al. [36] as regression line.

Histories R2
Cognini et al: ð2020Þ R2

This work

1320 K 0:5532 0:4568
1400 K 0:3373 0:8935
1400 K (short) 0:3410 0:9738
1600 K 0:8675 0:9669
1800 K 0:8028 0:8501
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measurements. The experiment was performed on UO2 samples
doped with 0.1 wt% of additive containing 66.7 wt% of 238PuO2,
whose a-decay produce helium atoms within the sample during an
aging period of 15 years in a glovebox with inert atmosphere (N2).
The samples were then annealed in a Knudsen Effusion Mass
Spectrometer and helium release was measured using a Quantita-
tive Gas Measurement System (Q-GAMES) [44]. The five annealing
temperatures [36] considered in this work are shown in Fig. 1.

All histories are characterized by a heat up ramp of 30 min at
10e20 K min�1 with a subsequent hold of the temperature, at a
value of 1800 K, for 1e3 h. In three out of five annealing histories,
the temperature is decreased to 800 K after the plateau, while in
two histories (1320 K and 1400 K) there is a second heat up phase
up to 2300e2400 K.

For the considered histories, the behaviour of helium fractional
release and helium release rate is reported. The results of the model
incorporating the contribution of the grain boundaries are also
compared to the previous version of the model (only intra-granular
contribution, without any representation of grain-boundary
behaviour) and with the aforementioned experimental results
[36]. Modelling assumptions, necessary for the set-up of the
SCIANTIX simulation are made on the inter-granular helium diffu-
sion coefficient and on the fraction of helium initially considered at
grainboundaries. Inparticular, a reference valueof 10%of thehelium
produced is taken for the fraction of helium initially present at the
grain-boundary [30]and the ratio Dgb=Dig is assumed to be 103 [30].

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that the inclusion of a model treating
helium behaviour at the grain boundaries provides a further step to
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enlighten the physical behaviour of this gas inside nuclear fuel.
Looking at the helium fractional release, despite an overestimation
on the 1320 K profile, the other graphs show significant improve-
ments, especially on the 1400 K, 1400 K (short), and 1600 K his-
tories. The overestimation for 1320 K is within the acceptance band
of a factor 2 applied to fission gas atoms. The release at 1800 K is
still underestimated, but this could be due to the uncertainty on the
initial values of helium at the grain-boundary. As for the helium
release rate, the profiles show an improvement compared to the
previous version of the model. The most noticeable observation on
this part can be made on the presence of a double peak release rate
profile for the 1800 K history. The presence of a peak at a lower
temperature, followed by a second at a higher temperature, is
consistent with the fact that, as stated by Martin et al. [45,46], the
release of helium occurs in two successive stages. The first stage
corresponds to the release of helium which is close to the grain
boundaries, i.e., along the concentration gradient. The second stage
of helium release should occur via the slow re-solution and release
of gas atoms trapped within grains. This behaviour is not visible in
all the histories because in some of them (namely 1400 K (short)
and 1600 K) the maximum temperature reached is not high enough
to produce the effect just mentioned. For the 1800 K history it is
particularly relevant to predict the double peak since the first one
of the two represents the behaviour of helium in the 1600 K history.

Thus, obtaining the same value of release rate in the 1600 K peak
and in the 1800 K first peak shows that the model produces
coherent results among different histories. Apart from the 1800 K
history, a general improvement in the newmodel estimation of the
release rate can be appreciated.

To further show the improvement provided by the inclusion of
the inter-granular model in simulating helium behaviour, Fig. 4 is
provided. The figure compares the predicting capabilities on the
fractional helium release of the new model and the intra-granular
only model by Cognini et al. [22] with the experimental results by
Talip et al. [36] that are projected on the bisector line of the graph.
Notice that the lines representing the experimental data, which are
used as regression lines, are actually comprised of the discrete set of
data by Talip et al. [36], and this is the reasonwhy the model trends
appear noisy. It should also be highlighted a difference from the
results presented in Fig. 3: for the histories with a second heat up
ramp (namely 1320K and 1400K) themodels have been interrupted
at values of timewhen the experimental data ended, otherwise, still
due to the nature of how the regression lines are built, this further
evaluationwould lose its meaning. Nonetheless, the results confirm
the previously assessed overall improvement of the new model
simulating capabilities with respect to the model by Cognini et al.
[22]. All the model predicted curves are closer to the experimental
regression lines and this improvement is also quantifiedbymeans of
the R2 parameter, as can be seen in Table 2.

Thus, helium at grain boundaries plays a relevant role on the
overall helium behaviour and the evidence that the proposed
model can correctly predict the two stages in which release occurs
is a promising achievement.

4. Uncertainty analysis

Given the lack of experimental information on helium at grain
boundaries, some assumptions are made on the initial values of
some parameters of themodel, namely the initial fraction of helium
stored at the grain boundaries at the beginning of the annealing
test and its distribution among inter-granular bubble and inter-
granular single-atom concentrations, together with the diffusivity
of helium at the grain boundaries.

The hypothesis of considering an initial portion of the helium
produced in the samples at the grain boundaries comes fromMartin



Fig. 5. Effects of the uncertainty analysis on helium release behaviour: (a) effect of the fraction of helium initially present at grain boundaries on the fractional release, (b) effect of
the diffusion coefficient on the fractional release, (c) bundle of curves that shows the effects on fractional release of how the fraction of helium initially present at grain boundaries is
split between bubbles (100 curves in a range between 0% and 50%) and solution (effect show on 1800 K history), (d) bundle of curves that shows the effects on release rate of how
the fraction of helium initially present at grain boundaries is split between bubbles (in a range between 0% and 50%) and solution (effect show on 1800 K history).
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et al. [45], who stated that a fraction of the helium initially produced
in a sample is close enough to the grain boundaries to be considered
Fig. 6. Helium diffusion coefficients within the grain (red data) and around the grain
boundaries (blue data) [30]. Different correlation are reported on the graph: the cor-
relation proposed for grain boundary diffusion in the samples studied by Garcia et al.
(green line), the correlation adopted for grain boundary helium in this work (purple
line) and the correlation adopted in the intra-granular helium model [22,37]. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)
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in it.1 As for the exact value of this initial grain boundary contribu-
tion, no experimental data are available. To throw light into this
fundamental model parameter, mandatory for the initialization of
the SCIANTIX simulation, an uncertainty analysis is performed. Since
the samples were doped and kept in a controlled atmosphere for 15
years, it is reasonable to assume that, before the annealing proced-
ure, helium is mainly trapped within the grains. For this reason, a
fraction of helium between 0% and 20% of the helium produced is
initially considered at grain boundaries. The mean value (10%) is
assumed as a reference value, showing promising results (as can be
seen from Fig. 4). It is possible to see from Fig. 5(a) that, within the
chosen range of uncertainty, the effect on the overall release is more
relevant when the maximum temperature reached is lower (we
recall that the temperature stories labelled with 1320 K and 1400 K
are peculiar because the main plateau, which gives the name to the
history, does not represent the maximum temperature reached,
which is instead about 1000 K higher). This effect can still be
explained by referring back to what Martin et al. said on the release
phases [45,46]. When the maximum temperatures reached are
lower, the bulk of the contribution to the overall release is attribut-
able precisely to the helium initially present at grain boundaries
which, being characterized by a diffusion term several orders of
magnitude higher than its intra-granular counterpart, is fully
released even at lower temperatures. Consequently, the impact of
1 Another potential process which could be invoked to explain helium release at
relatively low temperatures is related to the presence of helium in fabrication po-
rosities which are or rapidly become open during the annealing test. This aspect is
disregarded in the present work because in the considered validation dataset the
fabrication porosity and its open fraction is not characterized.



Fig. 7. Example of the Effect of different values of Diffusion ratio on helium release rate for the 1320 K history: (a) Dgb=Dig ¼ 102, (b) Dgb=Dig ¼ 103, (c) Dgb= Dig ¼ 104.
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uncertainty on the final release will be more marked for the history
at 1400 K (short) and substantially negligible for those stories
(1320 K and 1400 K) inwhich themaximum temperature achieved is
between 2200 K and 2400 K, since at values this high all the helium
in the samples (both intra-granular and inter-granular) is released
anyway.

Concerning how helium at grain boundaries is initially split be-
tween inter-granular solution and inter-granular bubbles, it is rele-
vant to see how this subdivision could impact the fractional release
and the release rate. To understand the influence of the aforemen-
tioned division, the behaviour determined by the annealing history
at 1800 K is considered (Figs. 2(e) and Fig. 3(e)). Since no assessed
data are available, this case also required a proper uncertainty
analysis. The fraction of helium in the inter-granular bubbles is
varied in a range between 0% and 50% of the total helium initially
present at grain boundaries. Fig. 5(c) and (d) show that the initial
helium distribution has a negligible impact on the overall fractional
release, but it results in some changes on the first peak in helium
release rate. This is reasonably within expectations, since the helium
distribution in bubble and single-atom concentrations does not
affect how much helium is ultimately released (the integral of the
release is not affected), while, on the other hand, having more he-
lium in bubbles at the initial stages of release means that more gas
needs to return in solution before release, slightly reducing the rate
and vice versa (the release rate is what perceives the effect of the
split). This effect is then reflected on the first peak because it is the
one associated to the release of helium initially present at grain
boundaries as stated above. Nevertheless, we can see that even along
a 50% range of uncertainty the effect of this parameter is relatively
small. Future data collection on this open issue could provide a more
detailed insight on how this initial split should be treated.

Concerning the grain-boundary diffusion coefficient Dgb, one
would expect a pre-exponential term and an activation energy
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typical for an Arrhenius form. Nevertheless, the lack of experi-
mental data for this specific case and the large scatter, led to the
choice of considering the same diffusion correlation adopted by
Cognini et al. [22] in the intra-granular only version of this model,
but increased by a certain factor defined by the ratio Dgb=Dig [30].
This reduces the number of parameters for the grain boundary
diffusion to one ratio.

The interesting results obtained by Garcia et al. [30] are presented
in Fig. 6, that shows values at different temperatures of the helium
intra-granular and inter-granular diffusion coefficient in UO2 poly-
crystalline samples. From those results, it is possible to evaluate the
diffusion ratio. Comparing the intra-granular and inter-granular
experimental data reported in Fig. 6 it is possible to determine
that the diffusion ratio varies in a range between Dgb=Dig � 102 and
Dgb=Dig � 104. At the highest temperature at which data were
collected (1373 K), the value of the ratio is Dgb=Dig � 103. Since this
last value of the ratio is achieved at a temperature that is the closest
(among the ones in Fig. 6) to the holding temperature of the
annealing history considered, it is assumed as the reference value for
the diffusion ratio adopted in this work.

We can see from Fig. 5(b) that the impact of the diffusion co-
efficient uncertainty on the final fractional helium release is basi-
cally negligible for the temperature histories considered. The
impact of the diffusion coefficient is more significant on the helium
release rate. As we can see from Fig. 7 the effect of different values
for the diffusion ratio (showed on the 1320 K history) affects the
“shape” of the first peak of the release rate, which is expected since
it is the one attributable to the release of inter-granular helium. This
effect is due to the fact that, given the dependency on temperature
of the diffusion coefficient, a smaller value for the ratio (i.e., a
smaller inter-granular diffusivity) causes the release from the
grain-boundary to occur at higher temperatures, thus lowering the
first peak and delaying grain boundary release. On the other hand,
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if the value of the ratio increases, then the peak appears higher and
earlier due to the release occurring at lower temperatures. In
Fig. 7(a) and (c) it can be observed a change in the slope of the
release rate curves, occurring during the high and low temperature
peaks, respectively. This change in slope is ascribed to the relative
weight of the competing process of trapping and thermal re-
solution, characterized by different activations energy (see
Table 1) and thus presenting different slopes of the helium release
rate as function of temperature.
5. Conclusion

In this work, a new model for the description of inter-granular
helium behaviour is proposed. The model is implemented in
SCIANTIX and aims at improving the predictive capabilities on the
helium behaviour by including a description of helium evolution at
grain boundaries.

The model is compared with a set of data collected during
annealing experiments on UO2 samples doped with 238Pu as a-
emitter. The results show that the inclusion of a model treating
helium behaviour at grain boundaries generally improves the
predictions with respect to the early works, lacking the inter-
granular helium diffusion. This improvement is well appreciated
on the release rate of the annealing performed at a constant tem-
perature of 1800 K, where the experimentally observed double
peak, previously absent in the state-of-the-art predictions, be-
comes visible and is captured as driven by release of helium stored
at the grain boundaries. The presented validation dataset is ob-
tained at the JRC and is limited to fuel temperatures that are higher
than those expected in dry storage conditions, hence further
investigation in this low temperature (below 650 K) regime is to be
performed.

The uncertainty analysis on some critical parameters (grain-
boundary helium diffusivity and initial concentration of helium at
the grain boundary) showed that, within a reasonable range, they
bear negligible impact on the final value of the release and on the
kinetics of release rate. This corroborates the reliability of the
presented validation results but should not be generalized outside
of the current validation of the model.

Several future developments are planned to overcome current
model limitations. Further investigations on the distribution of the
grain-boundary helium among in-bubble and single-atom con-
centrations can improve the model predictions. A more detailed
experimental knowledge would improve the quality of our as-
sumptions. The definition of a proper grain-boundary diffusion
coefficient (rather than a ratio with respect to the intra-granular
diffusivity) would also improve a more precise evaluation of the
diffusion process from the grain boundaries. Lastly, the model for
helium should also be coupled with the model for inert gas atoms
for the simulation of nuclear fuel during irradiation by means of
SCIANTIX.
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